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ELTIM high-end POWER SUPPLY modules 

               P R E L I M I N A R Y                                          updated January 15th, 2018 

 

PS-SMxx, Universal low profile 

Power Supply modules with 
Switched Mode (SMPS) conversion 
 
 

Our PS-SMxx are meant to to feed your (Phono) Pre-amplifier, DAC, DSP, Headphone amplifier, 
streamer, satellite/cable tuner, mixing console, etc.  where a stable, clean voltage is required.  
We provide this range in single voltage variants as well as symmetrical (+/-) and even triple output. 
 

With the use of RECOM Powerline-series Switched Mode regulators, these Power Supply modules 
are about 60% in height and weight compared to regular ones. This means that you can mount all 
types of these PS-SM series even in a 40mm (1U) high cabinet. Check out our huge range below. 
 

In our opinion, basic SMPS modules show too high RF-content (caused by the fast switching process) on the 
power rail(s) and therefore unsuitable for quality audio gear and professional equipment. 
We believe that with extra precautions they can be used in this serious working field as well though.  
We selected SMPS modules with low EMI radiation and RF-residual values on the pre-regulated power lines 
and added extra parts in order to get the power line(s) as clean as possible from residual RF-signals as 
produced by every SMPS unit. 
Since the outputs are (switched) regulated it’s not necessary to add electrolytic capacitors over the power 
lines for “stable” voltages, but we did in order to increase the dynamic performance, noticeable in sound 
. 
With the LC-filtering and supply capacitors we mounted extra, the power lines of our modules are about as 
clean and stable as the ones of regular, transformer type power supplies. You can add LM317/337 linear 
regulators as well in order to achieve even cleaner/more stable outputs and/or have extra voltages available.  
 
The smaller size and lower weight compared to transformer based supplies is an advantage.  
 
All the outputs are regulated within ±2% by the SMPS modules used in our PS-SMxx series. 
 
We mounted Panasonic FR quality capacitors (5.000- 10.000 hours) with low ESR values on these modules. 
 
Tracks and parts are all over dimensioned and long lasting. We also used high quality FR4 PCB’s.  
 
Note that we didn’t try to make them as cheap as 
possible, but as good as possible instead! 
The modules are overload and over temperature 
protected. Our warranty period is 3 years. 
 
 
 
 
One of the RECOM modules we use  > > > > >  
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Single voltage Power Supply modules. 
We developed a wide variety of single voltage modules using RECOM SMPS modules. In order to lower the  
Residual RF-ripple every SMPS causes, we added an LC-filter.  With this extra, the output is clean. 
As an option you could add a voltage regulator providing regulated output, 1,2 – (V+  - 2V).  1,5A or SMPS max. 
 

 
 
 
 
Regulated, single output voltage 
On the single voltage variants, there is a  built in option to add a Voltage 
Regulator based on the well-known 317 type in TO220 on these PCB’s,  
including a PCB mounted heatsink. With that IC, the regulated output is  
adjustable from 1,5 up to (Vout - 2V).  You can find the locations at the  
right top of the PCB drawings.  
Imax = SMPS capacity with a max. of 1,5A. Thermal limited and protected. 
Venting holes around the heatsink provide max. cooling.  
 

By exchanging the trimmer by a potentiometer (or any other circuit  
bringing a resistance from 0-6kohm to ground) you could build a  
Laboratory Power Supply with one of these.  
 

This option contains not only a 317 regulator, but also a suitable heatsink and all other parts as recommended 
in the 317 datasheet at page 7, fig. 20. So, with full options (and protection) as we don’t see anywhere else…. 
 

Since the 317 is very dynamic, the regulated output is, unlike most modern SM versions,  absolutely free of RF 
residue and/or noise. The sound of your equipment is way less “chiller” by using these. It’s in the chain! 
 

While ordering one of these single voltage variants, you can choose whether you want them with or without 
this regulator option, both in kit- and already built versions.  
 

The larger (higher) the SMPS module gets, the larger heatsink we use. The capabilities (heat dissipation) of the 
317 regulator match that way at maximum with the power rating of the SMPS module used. 
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ELTIM PS-SMxxS.  single switched mode Power Supply modules range: 
 

 

TYPE 
Output 
voltage 

Max. Output 
current 

Size 
LxWxH 

Capacitors 
Panasonic FR 

2VA:     
PS-SM02S-3,3 3,3V 600mA 50x80x20mm 1800uF/10V 

PS-SM02S-5 5,0V 400mA 50x80x20mm 1000uF/10V 

PS-SM02S-9 9,0V 220mA 50x80x20mm 390uF/16V 

PS-SM02S-12 12V 165mA 50x80x20mm 150uF/16V 

PS-SM02S-15 15V 130mA 50x80x20mm 100uF/25V 

PS-SM02S-24 24V 80mA 50x80x20mm 47uF/35V 

5VA:     
PS-SM05S-3,3 3,3V 1250mA 55x85x23mm 10000uF/10V 

PS-SM05S-5 5,0V 1000mA 55x85x23mm 4700uF/10V 

PS-SM05S-9 9,0V 550mA 55x85x23mm 2200uF/16V 

PS-SM05S-12 12V 420mA 55x85x23mm 1200uF/16V 

PS-SM05S-15 15V 340mA 55x85x23mm 680uF/25V 

PS-SM05S-24 24V 210mA 55x85x23mm 270uF/35V 

10VA:     

PS-SM10S-3,3 3,3V 2500mA 60x90x26mm 10000uF/10V 

PS-SM10S-5 5,0V 2000mA 60x90x26mm 4700uF/10V 

PS-SM10S-12 12V 840mA 60x90x26mm 2200uF/16V 

PS-SM10S-15 15V 670mA 60x90x26mm 1000uF/25V 

PS-SM10S-24 24V 420mA 60x90x26mm 680uF/35V 

15VA (with separate SMPS-module earth tab):   
PS-SM15S-5 5,0V 3000mA 80x120x24mm 4x 1000uF/10V 

PS-SM15S-12 12V 1250mA 80x120x24mm 3300uF/16V 

PS-SM15S-15 15V 1000mA 80x120x24mm 4x 470uF/25V 

PS-SM15S-24 24V 625mA 80x120x24mm 2x 470uF/35V 

30VA:     
PS-SM30S-3,3 3,3V 6000mA 87x140x27mm 47000uF/10V 

PS-SM30S-5 5,0V 6000mA 87x140x27mm 47000uF/10V 

PS-SM30S-12 12V 2500mA 87x140x28mm 10000uF/16V 

PS-SM30S-15 15V 2000mA 87x140x27mm 8200uF/25V 

PS-SM30S-24 24V 1250mA 87x140x27mm 4700uF/35V 

40VA:     

PS-SM40S-5 5,0V 8000mA 87x140x29mm 3300uF/10V 

PS-SM40S-12 12V 3330mA 87x140x29mm 6800uF/16V 

PS-SM40S-15 15V 2660mA 87x140x29mm 5600uF/25V 

PS-SM40S-24 24V 1660mA 87x140x29mm 1200uF/35V 

60VA: (with separate SMPS-module earth tab):   

PS-SM60S-5 5,0V 10000mA 90x150x32mm 2x 33000uF/10V 

PS-SM60S-9 9,0V 6600mA 90x150x32mm 2x 12000uF/16V 

PS-SM60S-12 12V 5000mA 90x150x32mm 2x5600uF/16V 

PS-SM60S-15 15V 4000mA 90x150x32mm 2x 4700uF/25V 

PS-SM60S-24 24V 2500mA 90x150x32mm 2x 1800uF/35V 

PS-SM60S-48 48V 1250mA 90x150x32mm 2x 470uF/63V 
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ELTIM PS-SMxxSD.  Dual voltage switched mode Power Supply modules range: 
These power supplies are well suited for digital/analogue hybrid setups like music streamers, CD-players,  
digital controlled preamplifiers, etc. Perhaps you can use them in industrial equipment as well. 
This range provides a large 5V current for f.e. digital circuits and 12V with some current for other electronics. 
Also here, both outputs are extended with RF-filtering circuits, providing clean supply voltages. 
 

 
 
Normally, the 5V output is used to feed some digital equipment. However, since the 5V supply is galvanic 
separated from the 12V supply, you could connect +5V to ground, causing a 5V drop of the –5V rail  to -5V 
below ground. While trimming Vr+ to +5V, you have a symmetrical ±5V and the unregulated 12V available.  
 

ELTIM PS-SMxxD0512.  5V and 12V switched mode Power Supply modules range: 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
There is the possibility (option) to mount the same extra regulator circuit as mentioned in the PS-SMxxS 
paragraph, all with the same features and possibilities. However, since it is connected to the 12V output, 
the trimmable regulated output is limited from 1,2 – 10V. Imax. = 1250mA (= SMPS module limit). 
 

 

TYPE 
Output 
voltage 

Max. Output 
current 

Size 
LxWxH 

Capacitors 
Panasonic FR 

    30VA:     

PS-SM30SD-0512 
5V 

12V 

3000mA 
1250mA 

87x140x28mm 
10000uF/10V 

470uF/16V 

40VA:     

PS-SM40SD-0512 
5V 

12V 
5000mA 
1250mA 

87x140x29mm 
10000uF/10V 

470uF/16V 
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Symmetrical, ± voltage Power Supply modules. 
The symmetrical Power Supply boards we present here show a fully symmetrical layout.        
We designed it with full options, as a high quality Power Supply module should have. So, we used  a smaller 
and some larger foil capacitor over the voltage rails, etc. Of course, also here RF LC-filtering circuits. 
 

 
 
 
ELTIM PS-SMxxD  symmetrical, ± switched mode Power Supply modules range: 
 

 
 
 

 
 

 

TYPE 
Output voltage Max. Output Size Capacitors 

Average current LxWxH Panasonic FR 

5VA:     
PS-SM05D-5 ±5,0V ±500mA 55x85x23mm 2x 2200uF/10V 

PS-SM05D-12 ±12V ±210mA 55x85x23mm 2x 270uF/16V 

PS-SM05D-15 ±15V ±170mA 55x85x23mm 2x 100uF/25V 

10VA:     
PS-SM10D-5 ±5,0V ±1000mA 60x95x27mm 2x 2200uF/10V 

PS-SM10D-12 ±12V ±420mA 60x95x27mm 2x 1000uF/16V 

PS-SM10D-15 ±15V ±340mA 60x95x27mm 2x 470uF/25V 

15VA (with separate SMPS-module earth tab):   
PS-SM15D-5 ±5,0V ±1500mA 85x135x24mm 4x 1000uF/10V 

PS-SM15D-12 ±12V ±650mA 85x135x24mm 2x 2200uF/16V 

PS-SM15D-15 ±15V ±500mA 85x135x24mm 4x 470uF/25V 

30VA:     
PS-SM30D-5 ±5,0V 6000mA 87x140x27mm 47000uF/10V 

PS-SM30D-12 ±12V 2500mA 87x140x27mm 10000uF/16V 

PS-SM30D-15 ±15V 2000mA 87x140x27mm 8200uF/25V 

40VA: 
    

PS-SM40S-5 ±5,0V 8000mA 87x140x32mm 3300uF/10V 

PS-SM40S-12 ±12V 3330mA 87x140x32mm 6800uF/16V 

PS-SM40S-15 ±15V 2660mA 87x140x32mm 5600uF/25V 
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Regulated, symmetrical voltage on PS-SMxxD 
 

On the PS-SMSxx modules listed in former page, there 
is a header connector where a voltage regulator 
module can be placed. Our VR-modules (Symmetrical 
Voltage Regulator) we  already use in our amplifier 
designs only need a footprint of about 8cm² as a stack-
on module, we added this connector to make the use 
of these possible.  

While using one of those, besides an regulated (by 
the SMPS-module), symmetrical voltage you also 
have a absolutely RF-clean symmetrical regulated 
and adjustable voltage available as well.  
Just keep in mind that the regulators need at least 
2V to regulate properly, so the unregulated voltage needs to be at least 2V higher as the required regulated 
voltage, see the table at the next page.  Min. output is 1,2V.  Max. = SMPS -2V) 
Max. current = SMPS module capacity with a max. of 1,5A or T heatsink 150ºC, whatever comes first. 
The LM317/337 IC’s are overload and over temperature protected.  
In order to shift the overtemp point as high as possible, the VR-3 acts more or less as a heatsink and there are 
holes in the PS-SMxxD modules close to the 317/337. While doing so, a natural air venting shifts the working 
range up as high as possible due to max. cooling of the device. 
 

Actually, all four types of our VR-modules fit on any of the PS-SMxxD Power Supplies shown above. 
 

Why this old school regulator? Since it is the best performing one, for 40 years already ! It doesn’t show the 
mishaps caused by 78xx/79xx regulators (bad dynamic performance, noise, oscillating, fixed voltages, Vin max. 
30V, current 1,0A max., etc.).  The 317/337 is used less and less, simply and only because other types have a 
shorter BOM (Bill Of Material) list and so products are cheaper (faster) to manufacture. 

  
B.t.w: we have tiny PCB’s available with 317/337 which can replace the full 78xx  / 79xx range and even more. 
 

                         
VR-317                            VR-337 

 

At full scale while printed at 100%…. 

 
Did you know that, since it is a “floating device”, with LM317/337 you could regulate about ANY DC-voltage? 
So, in this program, you’ll find them all, adjustable in several ranges up to 400V.    
Unlike most other regulators, the actual voltages on the IC are not at all interesting, but : Vin – Vout  <  37V ! 
78xx/79xx are limited to an input voltage of 30V, 1,0A only. And they have a lot of flaws. So, replace them! 
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ELTIM PS-SMxxT    5V  high current output AND symmetrical ± output modules: 
 

With the availability of high current 5V and symmetrical voltages, these units are very suitable for feeding high 
quality hybrid audio electronics, where  symmetrical fed audio circuitry as well as digital (5V) electronics, 
displays and relays are used. The 5V section is completely galvanic separated! 
By connecting a jumper wire on the 5V screw terminal, you can connect system ground to the -5V rail. 
 

All three outputs are provided with extra RF- filtering circuits like all the other ELTIM PS-SM modules. 
As with the dual versions, our VR voltage regulator modules fit, regulating the symmetrical supply only! 
While using the ±15V versions, you can provide regulated voltages up to ±13V.  Imax= SMPS capacity. 

 
 

ELTIM PS-SMxxT  5V  AND symmetrical, ± switched mode Power Supply modules range: 
 

Also here, at the symmetrical outputs one of our VR-modules  fit as on the PS-SMxxD versions.

TYPE 
Output 
voltage 

Max. Output 
current 

Size 
LxWxH 

Capacitors 
Panasonic FR 

15VA:     

PS-SM15T-0512 
 

5V 
±12V 

2000mA 
±200mA 

80x130x27mm 
4x 1500uF/10V 
2x 680uF/25V 

PS-SM15T-0515 
 

5V 
±15V 

2000mA 
±150mA 

80x130x27mm 
4x 1500uF/10V 
2x 680uF/25V 

30VA: 
    

PS-SM30T-0512 
 

5V 
±12V 

3000mA 
±630mA 

90x150x27mm 
2x 3900uF/10V 
2x 4700uF/16V 

PS-SM30T-0515 
 

5V 
±15V 

3000mA 
±500mA 

90x150x27mm 
2x 3900uF/10V 
2x 2700uF/25V 

40VA: 
    

PS-SM40T-0512 
 

5V 
±12V 

5000mA 
±600mA 

90x150x32mm 
2x 3900uF/10V 
2x 680uF/25V 

PS-SM40T-0515 
 

5V 
±15V 

5000mA 
±500mA 

90x150x32mm 
2x 3900uF/10V 
2x  680uF/25V 
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Input voltage range 
Our PS-SMxx modules are wide range input voltage modules and extend about all available voltages 
worldwide. They can even handle DC-grid supplies like on ships/trains/planes and soon cars perhaps?  
You don’t need to set anything, just connect and don’t forget a primary fuse! Value is mentioned on the PCB.  
 

2VA:  115-390Vdc  or 80-277Vac, 47-63Hz 
5VA:  115-370Vdc  or 80-264Vac, 47-440Hz 
10VA:  125-430Vdc  or 90-305Vac, 47-63Hz 
15VA:  120-370Vdc  or 90-264Vac, 47-440Hz 
30VA:  120-370Vdc  or 90-264Vac, 47-440Hz 
40VA:  100-375Vdc  or 90-264Vac, 47-440Hz 
60VA:  100-370Vdc  or 85-265Vac, 47-63Hz 

 

 

Remarks 
All models are overload and overheat protected, coming in safe mode while exceeding the working range. 
Therefore you won’t find any secondary fuses on the boards. 
 

Do NOT parallel multiple outputs or modules. Since the outputs of the RECOM SMPS modules are regulated, 
things would really go wrong because the regulating circuits will be “confused” and causes failures/defects. 
 

WARNING: for safety and legal reasons,  
a suitable primary fuse is required  
while using an ELTIM PS-SMxx  ! 
We left it out, because an external accessible  
fuse is more easy to exchange. 
 

All outputs are current limited, so there are no 
secondary fuses required. 
 

We are able to produce about any special variants 
 as well,  f.e mounting your favourite electrolytic  
caps or special OEM versions!    
Different PCB size/shape/layout or specific models  
is also possible from 100pc up.                                                               One of the RECOM modules we use 
 

RECOM gives 3 years warranty on their modules. Since we believe in our products, we give these 3 years for 
our full PS-SMxx range of SMPS based power supply modules as well. 
 
 
OEM’s and dealers are very welcome to buy our nice and clean SMPS supplies. 
 
 
These modules are, like our Amplifier modules and more nice DIY stuff, available at our dealers and in our 
webshop. You can buy them as built and tested modules and as DIY kits. 
 
 

This product line is still in development !          Questions or special requests?  MAIL. 
 
 
 

These designs are copyrighted  
by ELTIM audio BV, Louis Timmers 2018 © 

PE1LTM 
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